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1) Complete the sentences with the phrasal verbs in the box. There are two 

extra verbs which you do not need to use: 

 

 

1-  I can't really believe that the lawyer was caught trying to 

………………………. the judge …………… 

2-  Due to my wife's accident, we had to spend all the money we had 

…………………… all these years. 

3- The Walkers had to ……………..…………….. a small fortune on their home 

renovation last year. 

4- It was quite easy for Jack Shaw to take over control of the team because he 

was able to ……………………….. almost all the shares. 

5-  Almost all singers and actors …………….………….. hundreds of pounds on 

designer clothes every year. 

6- Jenny not only had to work overtime, but also find a second job in order to 

………………… all her debts. 

7- I felt so sorry for her that I decided to lend her some money to 

……………………….. her ……………….. till she got paid again. 

8- You can use my credit card in the event you ………………………… cash. 

 

2) Fill in the blanks with words from the box below, using the correct form: 

 

 

1- Only 62% of the citizens ……………………… to vote. 

2- She is a great player, and never …………… her team …………….. 

3- She keeps flashlights and candles handy in case of a ………………… 

4- You will be there tomorrow; you won’t …………me …………., will you? 

5- Would you ……………… these papers …………… for me?  

6- We have an extra radio as a …………………… in case this one doesn’t work. 

7- Our car ………………….. and we had to push it off the road. 

8- Good weather on polling day should bring a good …………………….. 

9- They blamed the confusion on a …………………. in communication between departments. 

10- Long hair on men seems to be …………………….. in fashion. 

11- The …………………… had all the major points of his speech outlined on them. 

get by                 buy out                shop around                 fork out         tide over 

splash out           pay off                put aside                        buy off          run out of  

back up                   come back                  hand out             let down 

break down              cut back                    turn out              black out     
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12- The government has announced plans to ……………………… on defense spending by 10 

percent next year. 

3) Fill in the blanks with words from the box below, using the correct form: 

 

 

 

1- We have to increase the prices of our products in order to make a(n) 

……………………… 

2- It can't be true that such a big company is accused of late …………………… 

3- The government had to impose new taxes depending on the individual's 

…………………………… 

4-  Dan is so lucky. Apart from the cottage, he also inherited a large amount of 

money in …………………. 

5- Being unemployed and deeply in ……………………….., he could do nothing 

else but ask his ex-wife for some money. 

6- Brenden could not afford the tuition fees, so he had to take out a student 

……………….. 

7- I had no cash with me, so I bought a new TV set on …………………………. 

8- Before the ticket sales, the band announced that all the ………………… from 

the concert would go to charity. 

9- Before making any kind of ………………….., you should seek some advice 

from a financial planner. 

10- When I was born, my grandparents opened a(n) ……………………….. 

account in my name. 

4) Fill in the blanks with words from the box below: 

backlash            backfire               backbone                backstage                     backstreet 

backwash                               backward                    backtrack  

1- His plans ……………………….. when Sue discovered the hidden presents. 

2- The tourism sector is considered the …………………………….. of the Egyptian economy. 

3- ………………………………… activities are always illegal and likely to deserve 

punishment. 

4- He had to ………………………….. on his decision as he found his view was wrong. 

5- The State must develop the …………………………. regions in our country and make them 

as civilized as the other regions. 

proceeds             shares                payments                 income               savings  

debt                      credit                 investments               profit                  loan               
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6- TV viewers sometimes want to know what happens on ………………………….. of 

programs. 

7- They were caught in the political ………………………. of the incident. 

8- There was a lot of ……………………. from the students when the school changed the 

exam time. 

5) Choose the correct answer a, b, or c: 

1- I still can't believe that I was charged £30 for an overseas money ……… 

       a. deposit                       b. transfer                              c. debit 

     2- The government has to invest in tourism since it is a major source of  

          …………………… for the country. 

          a. income                        b. payment                            c. earning 

     3- The good thing is that the loan can be repaid in 36 monthly ……………… 

            a. interests                  b. installments                         c. statements 

     4- Gordon got a(n) ……………………………. of £5,000 and 10 penalty points  

           for drink driving. 

            a. fine                         b. alimony                              c. compensation 

     5- An easy way to perform your banking ……………………… is via e-banking. 

           a. transactions             b. expenses                            c. commissions 

    6- A(n) ………………………. can be a good way to teach children how to be   

       more cautious with money. 

         a. bonus                        b. allowance                          c. commission 

    7- Another loan was the only way to balance the country's ……………… 

        a. budget                        b. mortgage                          c. account 

8- They had to shut down the factory since the owners made no …………………… 

last year. 
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a. pension                                  b. profit                                     c. credit 

9- All …………………………. from the CD sales will go to an organization for the 

reconstruction of Haiti. 

a. winnings                               b. earnings                              c. royalties 

10- . Some people believe that a ………………………… to a charity will make them 

feel better. 

a. premium                               b. grant                                    c. donation 

6) Fill in the blanks with words from the box below: 

give place to          give it a try                 give lie to                            give rise to                    

give voice to          give vent to                 give ground                        give the sack          give 

notice             give a once-over    

1- The company ………………………. us a two-month ………………. to pay the debts. 

2- She prefers her peace of mind than anything else, so she is always ready to 

………………………. when an argument gets heated.  

3- I never thought of watching Korean movies, but my friends encouraged me to 

………………………….. I may like them! 

4- Finding the gold watch in her bag …………………………… all her denials of theft. 

5- Ben is not that routine kind of person. Whenever he finds something new, he decides to 

……………………….. 

6- The scientist …………………………………. his thoughts of the new invention. 

7- Ongoing increase in prices of necessary goods ……………………………… rage and 

protest among common people. 

8- Though the argument is going intense, no party wants to ……………………… 

9- Jonny was ………………………… as was late for his work for six successive days. 

10- The professor …………………… the research ………………………… and evaluated it as 

excellent. 

11- She curbed her frustration for a long time, but all of a sudden she started 

………………………… her negative feelings, shouting at anyone talking to her. 

12- Her enthusiasm …………………….. depression as she found all her attempts are in vain. 

 

7) Fill in the blanks with phrases from the box below: 

hit the nail on the head                   hit the roof                      hit the sack 

hit it off                         hit the headlines  
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1- When the exciting enterprise of Japanese schools ……………………, many citizens 

had great expectations of progress in the educational system.  

2- My sister ……………….. when she knew that I lost the camera I borrowed from her. 

3- We had similar ideas about the show, and the two of us ………………… right away. 

4- I’ve got a busy day tomorrow, so I think I’ll ……………………. 

5- The pop star …………………….. yesterday after his latest run-in with the police. 

6- I didn't really …………………. with his sister; she is not my kind of friend. 

7- I think Mick ………………………….…. when he said that what’s lacking in this 

company is a feeling of confidence. 

8- The boss ………………………. when he saw that we’d already blown through the 

budget. 

8) Complete the sentences with the correct preposition: 

1- Two police officers, who were ………………………. duty at that time, 

managed to arrest the bank robbers. 

2- The organizing committee did a perfect job, and the ceremony began 

…………………. schedule with no delays at all. 

3- Since they were selling everything …………………… a discount, I decided 

to spend another £300. 

4- The bad thing about flea markets is that you need time to shop 

…………………….. first, and then buy what you are looking for. 

5- The students' union worked …………………… close collaboration with the 

teaching staff on the new university curriculum. 

6- You should avoid travelling by train today because the train drivers are 

…………………… strike. 

7- The Prime Minister ordered the police to protect the citizens from terrorist 

attacks ……………… all costs. 

8- Chris had to work for almost ten years to pay …………………… the 

student loan he had got while studying in Kent. 

9- After my wage reduction, we had to get …………………. on £900 a month. 

10- All the employees were offered a holiday package in Thailand 

……………………. the company's expense. 

9) Choose the correct word between brackets: 

1- You can ask for ………………………… if you have an injury from an 

accident. 

a. compensation          b. severance pay                  c. alimony                d. fine 
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2- He got a ………………………………. because he had parked in a "No 

parking" area. 

a. compensation         b. severance pay                  c. alimony                 d. fine 

3- When he was fired after working for the factory for many years, he received 

……………… 

a. compensation           b. severance pay              c. alimony                d. fine 

4- Most people pay ……………………….. when they divorce their wives. 

a. compensation          b. severance pay               c. alimony                   d. fine 

5- Most authors get ……………………….. from the books they write. 

a. bonus                       b. commission            c. royalties              d. allowance 

     6- She keeps her ………………………….. in a bank. 

          a. savings               b. investment            c. borrowing                   d. income 

     7- ………………………….. is the money you get daily, monthly, or yearly from   

         your property or job. 

        a. Capital               b. Investment                  c. Saving                 d. Income 

    8- My cousin has a wonderful job with a good yearly …………………………. 

        a. fee                    b. fare                         c. salary                       d. wage 

    9- A waiter's weekly ………………… can be enough for a small family. 

        a. fee                   b. fare                      c. salary                        d. wages 

   10- Don't borrow money at any ……………………………. 

        a. interest           b. income                 c. fee                            d. profit 

   11- Being unemployed and deeply in ……………………….., he could do nothing 

else but ask his ex-wife for some money. 

a. credit                          b. profit                       c. payment               d. debt 

12- I had no cash with me, so I bought a new TV set on …………………………. 

a. savings                   b. profit             c. proceeds                         d. credit 
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13- . Gordon got a(n) ……………………………. of £5,000 and 10 penalty points for 

drink driving. 

a. fine                       b. alimony          c. compensation                d. severance pay 

14- The government has to invest in tourism since it is a major source of 

…………………….. for the country. 

a. payment                b. income                c. earning                    d. savings 

15- A(n) ………………………. can be a good way to teach children how to be more 

cautious with money. 

a. bonus           b. allowance             c. commission            d. royalties 

16- Parents give their children ……………………… to help them with the 

housework. 

a. bonus                       b. commission             c. royalties                d. allowance 

17- While we were at the meeting, my colleague ……………………… at his watch 

as he wanted to leave as quickly as possible. 

a- peered                      b- glanced                       c- glimpsed           d- glared 

18- The playground should be …………………… by a fence so that kids are safe. 

a- included                  b- enclosed                c- contained            d- insulated  

19- Employees get a/an …………………………………. for their performance. 

a. bonus                      b. commission            c. royalties                 d. allowance 

20- His earnings from ………………………… is greater than his salary. 

a. bonus                    b. commission             c. royalties                d. allowance 

21- My brother was given a …………………….. to do more research abroad. 

a. remuneration         b. donation                 c. premium               d. grant 

22- We collect ………………………….. in order to build a hospital for children. 

a. remuneration          b. donations               c. premium              d. grants 
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23- People get …………………….. after they stop work. 

a. retirement          b. insurance                     c. promotion                  d. pensions 

24- He opens a bank account to keep his …………………………….. into. 

a. winnings            b. earnings                      c. proceeds                    d. savings 

25- You have to increase your ……………………… to keep up with the high cost of 

living. 

a. winnings            b. earnings                       c. proceeds                  d. savings 

26- The ……………………….. from the festival will be donated to a charity 

organization. 

a. winnings           b. earnings                       c. proceeds                d. savings 

27- When will you receive your ………………………… from the competition? 

a. winnings             b. earnings                    c. proceeds               d. savings 

28- It can't be true that such a big company is accused of late …………………… 

a. investments          b. proceeds                c. savings                           d. payments 

29- I didn’t hear her come in, so I nearly jumped out of my ………………….. when 

she spoke to me. 

a- bed                              b-  straw                     c- skin                    d- stomach 

30- The train station ………………….. walking distance from here; we don’t have to 

hurry! 

a- off                               b- within                        c- in                              d- on 

31- When I was born, my grandparents opened a ……………………….. account in 

my name. 

        a. loans                  b. proceeds                c. savings                     d. payments 

32- Before making any kind of ………………………, you should seek some advice 

from a financial planner. 

a. investments                   b. proceeds                        c. loans                  d. payments 
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33- We have to increase the prices of our products in order to make a ……………… 

a. credit                            b. profit                             c. loan                   d. loss 

34- The government had to impose new taxes depending on the individual's 

…………………. 

a. profit                          b. income                       c. loan                    d. debt 

35- If you borrow money, you have to pay off your ………………………………… 

a. debts                      b. income                       c. capital                            d. property 

36- If you ……………………… your money, you hope it will make profits. 

a. invest                    b. claim                          c. prolong                            d. bear 

37- It would be very rare for anyone making a ………………………… on their 

insurance to receive every penny they ask for. 

a. claim                    b. gamble                          c. payment                  d. complaint 

38- Have you ……………………. Your car? 

a. ensured               b. insured                          c. assured                    d. reassured 

39- When you get a build-up of ice in your freezer, you know it’s time to ……… it. 

a- demotivate            b- defrost            c- destabilize               d- devalue 

40- He produced the ………………………….. performance of the match. 

a- unspoilt                b- lush                     c- serene                d- outstanding 

41- Employees ……………………….. when they are sixty. 

         a. retire                  b. prolong                         c. guarantee                 d. flatter 

42- ……………………………. in the factory is closely related to job performance.  

a. Remuneration         b. Donations               c. Premium             d. Grants 

43- His life insurance policy gave him a high …………………………. 

a. remuneration               b. donation              c. premium            d. grant 
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44- We feel frightened when we hear the ……………………… of distant guns. 

a- rabble                      b- rubble                         c- ramble                   d- rumble 

45- Once the show ended, the crowd ………………………………. cheerfully. 

a- dispelled           b- dispersed                   c- dispensed                d- displeased 

46- Before the tickets sales, the band announced that all the …………………… from 

the concert would go to charity. 

         a. shares                b. proceeds                   c. savings                     d. loans 

47- Brenden could not afford the tuition fees, so he had to take out a student ……… 

       a. credit                 b. income                    c. profit                          d. loan 

48- Dan is so lucky. Apart from the cottage, he also inherited a large amount of 

money in …… 

      a. shares                 b. proceeds                  c. savings                     d. loans 

49- An easy way to perform your banking ……………………… is via e-banking. 

      a. expenses             b. dealing                c. transactions                 d. debit 

50- I still can't believe that I was charged £30 for an overseas money ……………… 

      a. deposit              b. debit                     c. transfer                 d. proceeds 

51- Running along the beach, she ………………… on a log and fell on the sand. 

a- stumbled            b- hurtled                  c- weaved              d- shifted 

52- We …………………  in wonder  at the scene before us. 

a- glimpsed                   b- glanced                       c- gazed                d- glared  

53- The good thing is that the loan can be repaid in 36 monthly ……………… 

a. interests                b. instalments                  c. profits                    d. statements 

54- Jenny not only had to work overtime, but also find a second job in order to 

………………… all her debts. 

a. get by                    b. pay off                        c. splash out                d. fork out  
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55- They had to shut down the factory since the owners made no ………………….. 

last year. 

a. grant           b. pension                   c. credit                      d. profit 

56- Some people believe that a ………………………… to a charity will make them 

feel better. 

a. donation            b. grant                 c. remuneration                      d. premium 

57- All …………………………. from the CD sales will go to an organization for the 

reconstruction of Haiti. 

a. winnings                 b. earnings                      c. savings               d. royalties 

58- The cruise passengers ………………………… as soon as they got to the 

terminal in Miami. 

a- disfigured            b- deported          c-disembarked           d- dismantled 

59- The syllabus of this semester will ……………………….. different aspects of 

the American culture. 

a- enable                    b- enclose            c- enchant               d- encompass 

60- Another loan was the only way to balance the country's ……………….. 

a. budget                     b. mortgage                    c. accounting                d. credit 

 61- The average annual ….in Egypt is less than 30 mm. 

a) flood               b) rainfall                    c) earthquake         d) lightening  

  62- The towel is made of an ……..material 

a) absorb            b) absorbing                 c) absorbs               d) absorbent   

   63- Look! The moon is ….the sun.  

a) eclipsing          b) taking                    c) killing                  d) chasing  

   64- What is the ….rainfall for January in Egypt?  

a) quantity            b) average                 c) amount                 d) rate  

65- Sami and I were watching the thunder and ….storm. 
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a) dust                b) beautiful          c) wonderful         d) lightning 

66- A……….of sunshine shone through a gap in the clouds. 

a) piece            b) bit                   c) light                  d) ray   

67- The museum has……after nearly two years of reconstruction. 

a) reopened             b) opened        c) lasted           d) started  

68- Your luggage must be ……before it is put on the aircraft. 

a) paved                 b) waved           c) weighed      d) bought   

69- He claims that police officers…….him to sign a confession. 

a) pressed             b) inflated            c) blew           d) forced     

70- The city is easily ….by road, rail , or air.  

a) connected        b) arrived         c) communication      d) accessible 

71- There are two types of …that come from the sun.  

a) ultraviolent rays     b) headquarters     c) personalities   d) sight  

72- The ……part of the country has more severe weather.  

a) yellow         b) southern             c) leaf-like         d) innocent  

73- What do you think ….the statue to fall? 

a) demolished            b) infected         c) caused         d) divided  

74- Snow in Cairo would be considered an unusual ……… 

a) drought             b) rainfall         c) biography         d) phenomenon  

75- You have to drive to the ……part of the city.  

a) northern             b) north          c) southerly            d) northerly  

76- The ……..were stuck in the metro for three hours because of power 

failure.  

a) diameters        b) commuters       c) regions        d) cliffs  

     77- Because Yasser had worked hard, he was ………to get the 

promotion.  

a) based                 b) carved            c) positioned          d) raised  
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      78- The statue rests on an engraved ………… 

a) base                  b) stone               c) ray                d) cliff  

      79- The ………of the pipe was 13 millimeters perfect for the passage 

of the thick liquid. 

a) commuter              b) diameter            c) base          d) mass    

      80- The candlelight …….a small part of the room, leaving the rest in 

darkness.  

a) illuminated           b) based         c) excavated            d) entered 

81- They have used warm …..colors all through the house.   

a) weak                    b) bright              c) strong            d) missing  

82- Scientists always warn ………..the threat to beaches and rivers from 

pollution.  

a) about                  b) out                 c) off                 d) in  

83- Mars is sometimes known as the red …………. 

a) month              b) planet               c) devil             d) team  

84- The new law is likely to …….great harm in urban areas.  

a) do                  b) make                 c) have              d) let  

85- You need to put sunscreen on your skin because of the 

……..ultraviolet rays.  

a) blind                  b) sunny        c) harmless       d) harmful 

86- Don't get too close to the edge of the …………because you will fall 

very far.  

a) monument           b) cliff               c) bark             d) stone      

       87- The small statue in the museum was ……..with a very fine 

instrument. 
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a) based                 b) positioned             c) carved           d) equipped  

      88- The wealthy man's ……….increased his wealth.  

a) excavations           b) commute       c) investments       d) mission  

      89- I have been ……..between Cairo and Sheikh Zaid for a year now.  

a) going                  b) traveling          c) living           d) commuting            

     90- To measure the ……..of a small object, put it on triple-beam 

balance.  

a) mass                b) massive          c) miss           d) masses  

91- Moving such large monuments was an ……….genius.  

a) engine           b) engineer           c) engineering      d) engineered  

92- ………….when you are young will help you when you are old. 

a) investing           b) sleeping         c) smoking         d) playing  

93- For Fady, moving away was a ……....decision. 

a) monument          b) monumental        c) memorial          d) industrial   

94- Jailan's wood…….displayed art and ability.   

a) curving              b) breaking             c) carving            d) burning  

95- You are ………..your opinion on false evidence. 

a) putting              b) rising               c) speaking            d) basing  

96- The manager asked his secretary to …..the report correcting its 

mistakes.  

a) rewrite           b) write                  c) tell                       d) read  

97- A…………club is a group of people who meet regularly to discuss 

books they have read.  

a) sports                 b) health                c) book              d) youth  
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98- This book has an intellectual …..;you can't copy any part of it without 

permission.  

a) property           b) quality                c) quantity         d) equality  

99- I felt so unfit after the exams that I decided to …..a gym. 

a) buy                 b) attach                c) join                 d) connect   

100- Have you had any …….treatment during the last three years? 

a) fashionable          b) medical          c) historical         d) personal  

101- A committee will meet ……..to discuss the company’s progress.  

a) regularly            b) gradually         c) usually            b) finally  

102- All religions strongly …………of cheating and violence. 

a) agree              b) disapprove          c) object             d) invent   

103- The owner's refusing to give the factory health care is 

……….unacceptable.  

a) manually          b) previously           c) formerly         d) morally  

104- When Rana spilled paint on my new dress, I thought it would 

stain………………….  

a) cowardly        b) respectable        c) permanently        d) questionably  

105- Dalia spent three days in hospital to ……after her accident. 

a) commit          b) recuperate          c) excavate            d) profess   

106- Her …………was changed after the accident. She had scars and she 

was thinner  

a) finishing      b) appearance       c) competition      d) failure       

107- John left a …….to say who would receive what after his death. 

a) biography       b) form          c) will        d) conscience  
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108- Two men have been accused of ……….a parliament member. 

a) blackmailing      b) appearing        c) committing        d) knocking   

109- You should act ………towards your elders.  

a) cowardly         b) respectfully            c) silly               d) ugly  

110- Business owners should behave ….in public.  

a) silently      b) usually       c) professionally         d) permanently  

111- Aunt Heba …………her crystal necklace to me.  

a) bought       b) found          c) suggested           d) willed  

112- When the child hit his head, he was …..unconscious.  

a) fell            b) felt              c) knocked                d) thought  

113- If you've ……a crime, you'll go to prison. 

a) had           b) made             c) committed           d) carried  

114- Drjekyii has multiple……… 

a) personality       b) personalities       c) character       d) profession  

115- What's the matter? You…..distressed.  

a) get                  b) have               c) feel               d) appear  

116- Will the clothing give protection against ……..cold? 

a) extremely          b) extreme        c) very            d) severely 

117- The …..of the sun are so strong that they cross thousands of 

kilometers and reach the earth.  

a) pictures               b) shadows             c) rays            d)lights  

118- The police have found no …….of a terrorist link with the murder. 

a) evidence          b) reason              c) excuse          d) document   

119- A lot of trees were …..in the recent storms.  
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a) blown up         b) blown down           c) blown in         d) blown out 

120- A violent …..broke just as we reached the mountain.  

a) rain                 b) flood                c) weather                 d)storm 

121- The tickets to the ……were sold out three days after going on sale.  

a) plan           b) suggestion         c) distinctive            d) evolving  

122- The quality of these crops ………..from year to year depending on 

the rain.  

a) varies             b) evolves          c) prefers              d) stops  

123- Amr's voice has a ……….sound. You can recognize it anywhere.  

a) eventful          b) involved          c) distinctive        d) evolving  

124- The ….. were beautiful, but the loud noise scared some of the 

children.  

a) celebrations          b) landmarks         c) fireworks       d) drums 

 125- Nothing happened today. It was completely ………… 

a) eventful          b) fruitful        c) uneventful       d) dutiful 

126- There were accusations that the government was …….public 

money.  

a) testing               b) twisting          c) resting           d) wasting  

127- The leaves of the trees are like factories ……..everything they need  

a) which producing     b) producing    c) produce     d) produced  

128- Nabawiya Musa was the only one in her ……to go to high school  

a) generate            b) generated         c) generational    d) generation  

129- These traditional stories have been passed ……….from parents to 

children over many generations. 

a) to                  b) over                  c) up                d) down   

130- Chemistry is very difficult for me, but I am …….understanding it 

better.  
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a) regularly         b) specially         c) gradually      d) invisibly  

131- Pollution causes a lot of harmful ……..change.  

a) government        b) environment      c) environmental      d) brain  

132- Exercise and …….are essential to fitness and health.  

a) homework     b) diabetes      c) nutrition     d) pollution  

133- Ahmed …….his difficulties to graduate with a first -class degree.  

a) gained       b) overcame        c) rose         d) recognized  

134- Millions of African people are threatened by …..and disease each 

year.  

a) civilization      b) globalization   c) revolution   d) starvation  

135- The tea's performance has been a …………for the fans  

a) disappoint    b)disappointment    c)disagreement  d)disappearance  

136- It is a complex ……..to generate electricity from nuclear energy.  

a) process          b) cure            c) amount           d) theory  

137- If you have ……,you must not eat too much sugar. 

a) cancer           b) diabetes           c) result         d) experiments   

138- Dr.zewail's ………..are known worldwide.   

a) achieve       b) articles     c) operation         d) achievement  

139- The old man's …….decline saddened his family.  

a) good            b) gradual            c) traditional             d) rare  

140- The company is looking for a chemical engineer with a ………in 

plastics  

a) specialization    b)personalization   c)civilization   d)globalization  

     141- Will you ……me up after the party? I don't have my car. 
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a) take                   b) make                     c) pick             d) put   

     142- Most old people believe that writing music as ……affected its 

style badly.  

a) entertainment     b) evaluation    c) distinction     d) folklore  

    143- There were marching and politicians in the ……. 

a) position             b) procession          c) landmark       d) stop  

    144- It is your ………to clean your room and be home on time. 

a) distinction       b) event             c) folk              d) responsibility   

    145- Music has ………quite a bit since the 1950s, from Elvis to 

Eminem.  

a) evolved           b) enjoyed           c) eclipsed         d) solved  

146- The ….scientist thought the process would work. 

a) theory        b) theoretical          c) theoretically      d) theorist   

147- …………….. is something that scientists dream of but haven't 

achieved.  

a) invisible       b) visibility           b) rituality         d) invisibility  

148- Biologists will raise the young bears until they can ……them in the 

wild 

a) realize           b) recognize       c) theoretical         d) cancer  

149- The examination showed that ………cells had grown around the 

liver.  

a) constant            b) cancerous       c) release        d) specialize  

150- A virus is …..to the eye and can only be seen with a powerful 

microscope.  

a) invisible            b) obscure             c) regular        d) gradual  

151- Killing animals just for their skins seems ……… 
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a) polite          b) difficult           c) expensive            d)cruel  

152- It is a …….offence to threaten someone with violence. 

a) criminal           b) crime       c) criminality          d) discrimination   

153- Large numbers of …..immigrants crossed the border at night.  

a) lawful            b) illegal            c) global       d) universal           

154- Many …….businessmen contribute to political parties. 

a) strong         b) wealthy          c) healthy         d) poor   

155- ………of homeless children in the city has risen alarmingly. 

a) numbers          b) a number          c) the number    d) few numbers   

156- The students ………to the plan to extend school hours until 4pm.  

a) reject               b) inject                c) object            d) subject  

157- Do we put people in prison because we want ………or because we 

hope to reform them? 

a) revenge          b) envy                 c) victim            d) fiancée  

158- When Hatem was visiting Barcelona, he became the …..of a 

robbery.  

a) result                b) victim             c) fiancée        d) treason  

159- Ehab was wrongly ………of cheating during an exam. 

a) accused           b) released           c) recognized        d) changed   

160- The two people were accused of ……and were imprisoned for life.  

a) greed              b) treason             c) revenge            d) fiancée  

161- Farid gave his new ….a big diamond ring.  

a) Fiancée           b) colleague         c) victim           d) genius  
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162- Hanan was so ……of Farida's new dress that she went out and 

bought herself one.  

a) concerned          b) envois       c) victimized          d) cold  

163- I find what you are saying …………..I don't like it at all. 

a) objectionable        b) object        c) objection        d) objecting   

164- Since the amnesia, he is having problems with his …….of faces. 

a) knowing        b) realization         c) recognize       d) recognition   

165- You are not ……………....at all in that disguise. No one will know 

who you are.  

a) recognize         b) recognition        c) recognizable     d) realizing  

166- That was the most boring ……I have ever had to sit through.  

a) article               b) lecture               c) review              d) course  

167- After many years, Edmond …..himself on the men who had falsely 

accused him of treason.  

a) recognized        b) realized             c) reviewed          d) revenged 

168- Overspending was at the root of Shadia's …….problems. 

a) financial           b) finance              c) fiancée             d) finding   

169- Robinson Crusoe is a …….book because it was the first novel in 

English.  

a) history              b) historic             c) historian          d) historically  

170- Leila's …..is going to Canada to study for his doctorate. She will 

marry him and join him there.  

a) finance            b) fiancée              c) finance            d) financial  

171- The visit is an important step in improving …between Egypt and 

China. 

a) relations          b) locations          c) passages          d) messages   
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172- I tried to …….him up, but he just kept starting out of the window.  

a) cheer              b) clear             c) give              d) look  

    173- These traditional stories have been …….down from parent to child 

over many generations  

a) got                 b) went            c) passed           d) came        

    174- Stress has an effect on both your ……and mental health. 

a) mentality          b) brain        c) physical          d) head   

    175- My friend is color-blind and cannot …….between red and green. 

a) differ            b) different    c) difference          d) differentiate  

10) Find and correct the mistakes in the following sentences: 

1- A well is a hole in the earth from which hot water can rise  

…………………………………………………………….. 

2- Lava from the earthquake was flowing down the hill side.  

……………………………………………………………. 

3- The invisible rays of the sun are harmless to our eyes. 

…………………………………………………………….  

4- Phonology is something that is unusual or difficult to understand.  

…………………………………………………………… 

5- I saw a flesh of lightning before it rained  

…………………………………………………………..  

6- Sometimes people need to do decisions quickly.  

……………………………………………………………….. 

7- Folk music is the music of international communities.  

………………………………………………………………... 

8- He's got a very ambiguous voice. I recognize it easily.  

………………………………………………………………... 
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9- In some festivals, people bang doors and play music.  

…………………………………………………………… 

10- My daughter Kenzy is keen of watching Tom and Jerry.  

……………………………………………………………. 

11- The bright light always illustrates the front of the palace.  

………………………………………………………… 

12- The depth of the cliff is 25 meters.  

………………………………………………………………….. 

13- The statue was risen 40 meters up a concrete base.  

…………………………………………………………. 

14- The statue of Ramses ii is very important ancient Egyptian magnet.  

……………………………………………………………. 

15- People can waste lots of money by using the underground.  

……………………………………………………………… 

16- Abu Simble is a temple which is cared into a cliff. 

…………………………………………………………….. 

17- The doctor advised my aunt not to eat sweets because she is chronic.  

…………………………………………………………… 

18- Huda is on a low-fat diet because she has lost a lot of weight.  

……………………………………………………………… 

19- The sphinx is addressed near the pyramids of Giza.  

……………………………………………………………….. 

20- Are we capable of doing our own decisions? 

……………………………………………………………….. 

21- The accident fell at 8o'clock when everyone was on their way to 

work. 

……………………………………………………………………..  
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22- Databases is a disease in which there is too much sugar in your 

blood.  

……………………………………………………………….. 

23- An eclipse of the sun is a strange natural disaster. 

………………………………………………………………. 

24- Storms can fell at any time and in any place  

………………………………………………………………… 

25- The artist painted the sculpture from a massive piece of stone. 

………………………………………………………………….. 

 

26- The tunnel has barometer of 7.6 meters  

…………………………………………………………………. 

27- The statue of pharaoh is a famous ancient moment.  

………………………………………………………………………. 

28- Pasteur was the first scientist to discover the trick that germs cause 

disease.  

……………………………………………………………….. 

29- In the court, he advertised to lying about the accident.  

……………………………………………………………….. 

30- My uncle is well-known for his strong personal.  

……………………………………………………………….. 

31- The whether forecast says it is going to rain tomorrow.  

………………………………………………………………. 

32- The murderer believed that his life was on danger. 

……………………………………………………………….. 

33- I get up well with my colleagues at work, but they are not close 

friends.  
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……………………………………………………………………… 

34- The unusual weather causes droughts in some places and foods in 

others.  

…………………………………………………………… 

35- It has not rained here for five months. It is the longest draught 

anyone can remember. 

………………………………………………………………  

36- When I was a child, I used to be afraid of storms. I covered my eyes 

so that I could not see the thunder. 

……………………………………………………………………. 

37- The Great Wall of China was a passive project that took hundreds 

of years to complete.  

……………………………………………………………………… 

38- Edmond escaped to the prison and took his revenge on his enemy.  

………………………………………………………………. 

39- The statue is built on a hard seat made of concrete. 

……………………………………………………………….. 

40- She does not need to wear glasses. There is nothing wrong with her 

site. 

……………………………………………………………………  

41- Scientists are not sure what effects volcanoes to erupt. 

…………………………………………………………………….   

42- He confused his sister of breaking the glass window.  

………………………………………………………………. 

43- If you want to ask the teacher a question, you should rise your hand. 

………………………………………………………………………... 

44- My father studied arts at university and has designed many 

important bridges.  
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……………………………………………………………… 

45- Nurses are a part of the medical vacation. 

………………………………………………………………… 

46- A precision moved slowly towards the king's palace.  

…………………………………………………………… 

47- The pyramids and the sphinx are among the most famous 

trademarks in Egypt.  

…………………………………………………………….. 

48- When there is an orbit of the sun, everything goes dark and the 

birds stop singing. 

………………………………………………………………..  

49- You cannot see x-rays, but they can still damage your skin.  

…………………………………………………………………. 

50- The violin and the piano are musical equipment. 

……………………………………………………………….. 

51- A controller is someone who regularly travels to work, especially a 

long distance.  

…………………………………………………………… 

52- Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching confession. 

……………………………………………………………….. 

53- Education is a bargain in the future of a country and its young 

people.  

…………………………………………………………………… 

54- Greenmail is the act of forcing a person to pay money under threat.  

………………………………………………………………. 

55- Scientists agree that it's difficult to change our human nature. 

……………………………………………………………  

56- One of my aunts wrote a well to leave all her money to the charities. 
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……………………………………………………………….. 

57- Gradual, she realized that he wasn't telling her the truth.  

……………………………………………………………… 

58- After the criminal was arrested, he was sent to prison for death.  

……………………………………………………………… 

59- Too much sun can be effective.  

……………………………………………………………….. 

60- Alfred Farag is a famous Egyptian playwrite.  

………………………………………………………………. 

61- A couple of people refused to the proposal but the majority 

approved of it.  

…………………………………………………………... 

62- The best thing about our holiday to Iceland was our visit to see the 

park; it was very hot there! 

……………………………………………………………………..  

63- If it rains so hard that the soil cannot penetrate water quickly 

enough, there are floods. 

……………………………………………………………….  

64- We rocked the door three times, but they didn't hear us.  

……………………………………………………………. 

65- He promised his fiancé to buy her a nice flat.  

……………………………………………………………… 

66- Nearly four million computers travel to and from London every 

day. 

…………………………………………………………………… 
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1) Read the dialogue below and complete the gaps using conditional sentences: 

James: Hi, Nora! What's up? You look a bit sad. 

Nora: Hi there. Well, that's true. It's because I was that close to winning the lottery. 

Just one number away… 

James: Come on! Don't worry about it. What would you do with all that money 

anyway? 

Nora: Well, if I ……………………. (win) £1,000,000, I …………………. (quit) my 

job first of all! 

James: Don't be silly! Having nothing to do all day would be so boring! 

Nora: Not at all. If I ………………….. (not/have) the need to work any more, I 

……………… (do) other things just for fun or pleasure.   

James: If I ……………….. (have) £1,000,000, I ……………….. (buy) a really 

expensive sports car or even a yacht! 

Nora: You can't be serious! If I ………………….. (have) that money, I 

…………………. (not/keep) it for myself! There    

           are so many people suffering out there! If you ………………… (happen) to 

win an amount of money like that, you   

           ………………… (help) them! It's a matter of principle. 

James: You are absolutely right. However, you would have to be very careful with 

all that money. Because if you   

               …………………. (not/be) used to dealing with it, you ………………….. 

(not/be) able to manage it well and   

                could end up losing it. 

Grammar Section 
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Nora: That's true. 

James: And Nora, one more thing. If you ever ……………………. (win) the lottery, 

please ………………… (not/forget)  

            me! I'm your best friend after all! I deserve something! 

Nora: Oh, James! You're a hopeless case! 

2) Use the verbs between brackets in the correct tense and form: 

1- How …………….. (you/be) recently? 

Not too good. I broke my leg skiing. 

2- I ………………. (use) crutches for the last 3 weeks. 

3- We ……………… (go) swimming tomorrow. ………………. (you/want) to 

come? 

4- I ………………. (not/see) your sister lately. 

5- Youssef ……………… (take) his final exam tomorrow night? 

Yes. I’m sure he will pass because his grades …………………..….. 

(really/improve) since last year. 

6- A) After school, I ……………….. (do) my homework and I …………… 

(watch) TV. What about you? 

  B) Well! I ………………… (play) with my dog for a while, and then I 

………………. (have) dinner. 

7- This is the stadium I ………………. (run) in every weekend; it is usually 

full. 

It might be busy then, but today I …………….. (run) here now. 

8- ………………… (you/do) anything special tonight? 

Yes, I ………………. (go/out) for a meal with Ann. It’s her birthday. 

9- He …………… (have) a great reputation as an actor. 

That is true, but at the moment he …………… (have) problems with his 

career. 

10- That director usually …………… (shoot) his films in the studio. 

11- I ……………… (think) of taking up snowboarding this year. 

12- ………………….. (you/watch) that film all this time? 

13- Are you ready to go to the gym? 
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Not yet. I …………….. (just/come) from work, and I ………………. 

(not/have) my clothes yet. 

14- I …………….. (run) every London marathon since I moved here three 

years ago. 

15- Computer generated images. They ……………. (use) it for special effects 

for a long time now. 

16- How long …………….. (you/play) the guitar? 

17- Really I ……………….. (always/want) to see his show. 

18- Their son …………….. (look) at an expensive pair of trainers in the shop 

window. 

19- What ………………… (you/do) on Friday night? 

Nothing special; I always …………… (do) my homework then. 

20- What time ……………………. (the match/start)? 

Hurry! It …………………. (start) now. 

21- We ……………….. (travel) by train to France next week. 

22- I …………….. (hear) there is a good art exhibition at the Metropolitan 

Museum this weekend. 

3) Rewrite the sentences using the words given: 

1- The Russian spaceship travelled farther than the American one.                  (AS) 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Last year the average temperature was a little higher than it is this year.     

(LOWER) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- I give up, I can't do any better than this.                            (BEST) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- The patient was getting better by the day, so he was discharged from hospital.               

(AND) 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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5- As his company became larger, he had more difficulty running it.                          

(THE) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

6- The documentary was less interesting than I expected.                                             

(NOT) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

7- The rescue operation wasn't as difficult as they thought in the beginning.                  

(THAN) 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

8- If you keep exercising so much, you'll become fit.                    (MORE) 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Present Perfect/Past Simple 

4) Put the verbs between brackets in the correct form: 

1) A) Mr. Smith ……………… (decide) to resign. 

    B) I know! He …………. (inform) the managing director of his decision 

yesterday. 

2) A) Emily ……………. (join) the school choir yesterday. 

    B) No way! I ……………. (hear) her sing, and I think her voice is terrible. 

          3) A) That tennis player ……………. (decide) to retire. 

              B) It is about time. He ………….. (lose) nearly all his matches last year. 

          4) A) She ………… (be) in Rome all this month. She is filming her new   

                  black buster there. 

    B) And she ………….. (be) in Tokyo last month. It is a great life being   

     an actress. 

           5) A) They …………….. (demolish) Wembley stadium a few years ago. 

    B) Yes, but they …………….. (rebuild) it now. 

6) A) Hello, Mr. Green. Is Lindsey there? 
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    B) Sorry, Mark. She …………….. (leave) an hour ago. I think she 

………… (go) to the supermarket. 

7) A) ……………….. (you/see) Dennis anywhere? We were supposed to 

be playing tennis. 

    B) He …………. (leave) an hour ago. 

8) A) The channel ……………. (have) some problems when it opened. 

    B) That is true, but they ………………. (solve) all of them by now. 

State Verbs 

5) Put the verbs between brackets in the correct form: 

1- The fish …………….. (taste) delicious. 

2- Sue ………………… (taste) the stew to see if it needs more pepper. 

3- He ……………. (appear) to be going in the wrong direction. 

4- He ………………. (appear) in a play at the Arts theatre.   (perform) 

5- The jeans ……………… (fit) him. 

6- The technician ……………… (fit) a new air conditioner. 

7- What ……………… (happen) to Jill? 

She ……………… (fall) off her bike as she …………… (go) to school. 

8- I …………. (think) he will become a good teacher.     (believe) 

9- They ……………. (think) about buying a new car.       (considering) 

10- She ………….. (have) a huge house.                   (own) 

11- I ………………… (have) a fantastic time.        (experience) (taking) 

(eating) 

12- I ………………… (see) what you mean.           (understand) 

13- I …………………. (see) Mr. Adham.                (meeting) 
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